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Let D be the open unit disc, and let C be the unit circle in the complex

plane. L e t / b e a (real-valued) function that is harmonic in D. A simple

continuous curve β : z{t) (0^/<l) contained in D such that U(/)|-*l as t-*l

is a boundary path with end ~β Π C (the bar denotes closure). If also

f(zit))-*a{ — °° ^#<ς + oo) as /->i, then β is an asymptotic path of / for the

value ay and / is said to have the asymptotic value a. If there is an asymptotic

path of /, for a value a(— 00^0^ + °°), with end the point C of C, then / is

said to have the asymptotic value a at C. Let A denote the set of points of C

at which / has an asymptotic value. If - 00 <:u<v<: + <», set AU, t;) = {C e C:

there exists a real number a such that / h a s the asymptotic value a at C and

u<a<v)y and set A' = A( - «\ 4- 00). We use repeatedly the fact that A{u, v)

is a Borel set (see [5, Theorem 7 (iii)]), and is therefore measurable. Let

d(z, S) denote the Euclidean distance from the point z to the set S in the

plane. For a sequence {Γn} of Jordan arcs in D and an arc γ in C, the symbol

Γn-+r means that to each e>0 there corresponds a natural number nz such

that if n>nz> then

Γna{z : d(z,r)<ε) and rc:{z : d{z,Γn)<ε).

The following theorem is closely related to the theorem [4, Theorem 1]

for meromorphic functions.

THEOREM 1. Let C&C and suppose that there exists a sequence {zήY<zD suth

that Zn-*C and f(zn) -> 4- °°. Then at least one of the following three statements

holds.

(i) Each open arc containing C contains the end of an asymptotic path of f

for the value + 00.

(ii) C 15 one endpoint of an arc r^C such that there exist a sequence {an} of

real numbers and a sequence {Γn) of Jordan arcs such that
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an t + oo, Γnd{z€ΞD I f(z) = Λ»}, Γ«->r.

(iii) For each real numberM and open arc γ containing C, the set r^ Λ(Mt + °°)

has positive Lebesgue measure.

Remarks. At each C ̂  Cf the real part of the elliptic modular function

satisfies neither (ii) nor (iii). The real part of a holomorphic function having

the spiral asymptotic values 0 and 1 satisfies, at each ζ^C, neither (i) nor

(iii). The real part / of a holomorphic function constructed by MacLane [2,

p. 75] is such that A1 is dense on C, / has neither of the asymptotic values

± °°, and there exists a set EaC with positive measure such that / does not

have an asymptotic value at any point of E. Let C be a point of C such that

the intersection of E with each open arc containing C has positive measure.

Then neither (i) nor (ii) holds, and for each open arc γ containing C, the

measure of rΠΛr is less than the measure of γ.

We first prove

LEMMA. Let λ be a real number, and suppose that Δ is a component of

{z^D ' fiz)>λ}. Then either there exists an asymptotic path a of f for the

value +00 such that « c j , or there exists a set ECLC with positive exterior

Lebesgue measure such that each et0 e E is the end of an asymptotic path 0:9, for

a finite value, such that CCQ C Δ.

Remark 1. By making simple modifications in the following proof, an

analogous lemma for holomorphic functions can be established. Thus, the

proofs of the theorems [3, Theorem 2] and [4, Theorem 1], which are based

on the lemma [3, Lemma 2], can be simplified.

Remark 2. The proof of this lemma involves a combination of ideas from

the papers [1], [23 and [3].

Proof of the lemma. Suppose that there does not exist an asymptotic path

a of / for the value + °° such that « c j , We prove that there exist a (finite)

number λ'>λ and a component Δ1 of ( z e J : f(z)>λ'} such that / is bounded

in Δ1. If this were not the case, we could choose λn t -f °° (λn>λ), let Δx be

a component of {ZGΔ : f{z)>λι}, let Δ2 be a component of {z<=Δ\ : f(z)>λ Y,

and in this way define a sequence {Δn) such that Δn+\ is a component of

in+ ]). Let a : z(t) ( 0 ^ / < l ) be a boundary path that is*
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eventually in each Δn\ that is, to each n there corresponds tn (0^/«<l) such

that z(t) G an if tn<t<l. Since α is an asymptotic path of / for the value

-f °° and a c A, we have a contradiction and we have established the existence

of λ1 and J' with the stated properties.

By the minimum principle, A1 is simply connected. Let Dw~{\ιv\<l}, and

let ψ be a conformal mapping of Z)w; onto J'. Set F(w) - f {<f {w)){ιv ̂  pw).

The radial limit F(e'°) of the bounded harmonic function F at £/0 exists for

almost all eιi\ and F has a Poisson integral representation in terms of the

radial limits F{ei0). Since F(ιυ)>λ'lw<ΞDw), there exists a set .E^c {|w! - 1},

with positive measure, such that F(e!ΰ)>λf if e1°^Eίv. Let Ew be a subset,

with positive measure, of E'w such that the radial limit ψ(eί0) of ψ at e'° exists

for each ei0€ΞEw. If ψie1') e Z), then W β ) = / ( ? ( β | l e ) ) = i l ' , so f ί Λ e C if

£ι'° e £„,. Set & = {? (eίfl) : ei% e £«,}. By an extension of Lδwner s lemma [6,

p. 34], Ez has positive exterior measure. But if C G & , c = φ(et(i), the set

{f(r^ίθ) : 0£r<l} is a boundary path, with end C, that is contained in Δf and

on which / h a s the limit Fie1*) at C. This completes the proof of the lemma.

Proof of Theorem 1. We clearly may suppose that /tθ) <f(zn) ~~ 1 (w^l >.

Let An be the component of ( z e D : / U ) >f(zn^ -1} that contains 2Λ. Since

/(2»ι)-> + °°, each disc {\z\<*r} ( 0 < r < l ) intersects only finitely many Δft.

Since 0$J», there exists a level curve Ln on the boundary of An such that 0

and Δn are contained in different components of D~Ln. Thus, it is easy to

see that if (ii) does not hold, then the diameter of An tends to zero as n->°°.

We suppose now that neither (i) nor (ii) holds. We wish to prove that (iii)

holds, and we let M be a real number and γ an open arc containing C. Let γ'

be an open subarc of γ that contains C and is such that no asymptotic path of

/ for the value -+- oo has end contained in f. Let m be such that f(zΛύ) — 1 > M

and ΔnΰΠCc:γ\ It follows from the lemma that γCiA(Mt + ° ° ) has positive

exterior measure. Thus, since A(M, 4- °° ) is measurable, (iii) holds; and the

proof of Theorem 1 is complete.

It is well known that if / is bounded above in a neighborhood of the point

C of C, then / has finite radial limits at almost all points of some open arc

containing C. Thus, as a consequence of Theorem 1 we have

COROLLARY. Let γ be an arc in C. Suppose that there exists a set 5 c r , that

is dense on γ (i.e. r c S } , such that to each C e S there corresponds a boundary
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path with end C on which f is bounded above. Then for each subarc γ1 of γt either

f has the asymptotic value -f °° at a point of γ\ or γ* Π A1 has positive measure.

As a simple application of Theorem 1, we prove

THEOREM 2. Let γ be an arc in C. Suppose that there exists a set S c γ, that

is dense on γ, such that to each C e 5 there corresponds a boundary path with end

C on which f is either bounded above or bounded below. Then for each subarc γ1

of r> either f has an infinite asymptotic value at a point of γ1, or γf Γ\ A1 has

positive measure. In particular, A is dense on γ.

Remark. This result is closely related to theorems of MacLane [2, pp. 10,

25] for holomorphic functions.

Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose that there exists a subarc γf of r such that

/ does not have an infinite asymptotic value at a point of γ\ and r' Π A1 does

not have positive measure. Then, since A1 is measurable, γ1 Π A1 has measure

zero. Let C be an interior point of γ1 and apply Theorem 1. Either there

exists an asymptotic path of / for the value + °o whose end is a subarc of f,

or (ii) holds. In either case there exist a sequence {Γn} of Jordan arcs in D

and a subarc γ0 of γ9 such that Γn->ro and the minimum value of / on TV tends

to + °° as n -» oo. Now let C be an interior point of γo and apply Theorem 1

to the function •-/. It follows as before that there exist a sequence {Γ'n} of

Jordan arcs in D and a subarc n of γ0 such that Γn-+n and the maximum

value of / o n Γ'n tends to - oo as ;*->«>. With this contradiction the proof

of Theorem 2 is complete.

Similarly, we obtain

THEOREM 3. Let γ be an arc in C. Suppose that there exists a set 5 c 7-, that

is dense on r, such that to each ζ^S there corresponds a boundary path with end

ζ on which f is bounded. Then for each subarc γf of γ, either f has both of the

asymptotic values + °° and — °° at points of 7-', or γ' Π A1 has positive measure.

The following global result is an immediate consequence of the lemma.

THEOREM 4. Suppose that f is not bounded above. Then either f has the

asymptotic value + 00, or for each real number M\ the set A(M, + 00) has positive

measure.
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Remark. The real part /of a holomorphic function constructed by MacLane

[2, p. 11} is such that / has neither of the asymptotic values ± °°, and at

each CεC,

lim sup f(z) = + oo and lim inf f(z) = - °°.

It is now easy to see that we also have

THEOREM 5. Either f has both + oo and — °° as asymptotic values, or A1

has positive measure.
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